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About This Game

Groovy is a physics-based platformer game with puzzle elements, that will require from you speed, reaction, reflexes and
attentiveness.

Groovy is a robotic sphere that exists in the abstract and crazy world of mechanisms. The game world is divided into two modes
- Arcade and Survival, each of them filled with a unique environment, challenges and enemies.

Try your strength and get a new gaming experience by playing with a ball!

Key features:

 two absolutely different game modes;

 48 levels in Arcade Mode;

 36 from 360 randomly selected levels in Survival Mode;

 100+ special effects;
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 12 unique game items, that let you create own game strategy;

 50 music tracks in Electronic, Trance, Techno and EDM style;

 random level elements, that adds unpredictability in the game;

 32 customizable Groovy skins;

 at least 6 hours of gameplay.
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Title: GROOVY
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Racing, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
SGS Team
Publisher:
SGS Team
Release Date: 27 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 7 SP2, 8, 8.1, 10 64-bit

Processor: Dual Core 2.6 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GTX 550 Ti / AMD® HD 5770

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3200 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible

Additional Notes: Full supports, Xbox 360 Controller for Windows

English,French,Italian,German,Hungarian,Simplified Chinese,Polish,Russian,Turkish,Ukrainian
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Great and engaging time killer. It starts out fairly simple: Fill up your apartment complex with powerful monsters who can not
only fight, but can pay their rent. Use rent money to buy upgrades to keep the tenants happy and ultimately strong enough to
fight off the heroes who want you dead. The heroes get stonger and the games gets pretty challenging, forcing you to
strategically room your monsters and try to keep the commplex full. Worth playing. Love it.. What does it mean to be human (or
potato) in this possibly infinite universe? How is one supposed to cope with that? What is important in life? What is the truth
and where can it be found? Join Potatoman's quest for meaning, in this charming, short platformer.. As it currently is, I can't
recommend it.

I absolutely love the concept, and when the gameplay is actually working, it's so fun to scale walls and reach the top. But half of
the stones that aren't climbable are exactly identical to the stones that are climbable. The game is very restrictive with what route
you can take; it doesn't seem like you're actually following pre-defined rules to climb the tower with your own route, it's more
like you're scouting out the route that the developers decided would be the one single way to climb the tower, and any other
stones outside of that route are completely unresponsive to climbing.

This is all not to mention the horrendous movement system. I mean, I like the concept. It's a little cool to swing your arms as you
might in real life, all in order to move in the game. But no matter what you do, it feels like you're either sliding forward at a
breakneck speed, or wiggling around in place, moving slightly in a direction that you really don't wanna go. I've walked into
walls and been lazily teleported a few feet back numerous times, no matter how I try to use the movement controls. Simply
teleport locomotion is fine. Alternatively, using the trackpad for movement is fine. There's no need to have this fancy gimmicky
movement if it's going to so horrendously impact how easy it is to move around in a 3D space.

The climbing system is fun. The gripping system is not. In order to climb, you grip onto the stones of the outside wall, and pull
yourself up with that hand while grabbing onto the next ledge with your other hand. That's actually very fun. Except you're way
better off literally shoving your hand through the solid stone to be sure you'll grab it, rather than grabbing just the outside of the
stone and (nine times out of ten) randomly plummeting back down to the bottom because the game didn't register that you were
trying to grab the stone -- literally the only mechanic the game has to have working, and it's finnicky and frustrating to use.

I figured I would recommend this game even if it was just a little good because of the price tag. But after playing it, the
experience was just too unresponsive (and at times its controls were eye-rollingly ridiculous) to even merit a second attempt. I
wish all the best to the developers and I hope they can improve the game to make changing my review an inevitability. But holy
hell, is this annoying to play where it is.. NOTE: Review is complete now. Played through the game in its entirety.
Additions are in italics.

First things first, the price is right. Regardless of quality, you can seldom go wrong when you see a price like this. The
art style of the game is fantastic. It's not something I'd expect from a game with a price tag this low.

The second thing I noticed is the music. I spent some time sitting at the main menu eating my lunch before I got into
playing, just listening to the music. Many people don't realize it, but music is a very important aspect to both film and
games, and it helps set the mood. XCOM, for example. in the height of combat, features a pounding bassline.
Depending on your preference, Antisquad one-ups it, opting for a full symphony orchestra, to accomplish the same
thing and more.

Third, the game sets you off with an optional tutorial, making it easy for players new to the genre to pickup the game
and get playing. Many of the old games in the genre don't do much in the way of training, and instead require you to
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read through enormous manuals (think X-com UFO Defense and Jagged Alliance 2),

Alright, first off, this game utlizes the Action Point system, like Jagged Alliance and X-Com: UFO Def, it does not use
movement style of XCOM:EU\/EW, which makes perfect sense, certain classes would be hilariously
over\/underpowered otherwise. Speaking of classes, there are eight characters to choose from, making up five different
classes (the classes that double-up have unique abilities which make them different than the character who shares its
class), and all of them have their place. Squad size is limited to three, as a result, different character combinations will
all yield extremely different styles of play.

As for general play itself, there is no hit\/miss system, nor cover system. So when it comes to tactical elements, your
options are to just skirt outside enemy sight range, and to kite the enemy. You have vision over entire map, which allows
you to set a plan of attack, and a plan is definitely needed. Enemies, as far as I can tell, have comparable stats, the only
advantages you have are your unique character abilities, and the ability to revive your fallen allies. Needless to say, these
advantages are absolutely critical to mission success, due to the fact that on the hardest difficulty, hell, you are hilariously
outnumbered and outgunned.

As for character progression, you earn gold with the completion of each mission and for each enemy you kill. (Be warned, if
you fail a mission you may actually lose gold, so avoid biting off more than you can chew, and keep to the lower difficulties
at first if you just want to progress through the game). With you gold you can upgrade your characters' weapons, armor, as
well as individual stats, such as health, number of actions points, etc. It can also be used to purchase consumables such as
health packs, temporary stat boosts, etc.

Complaints

One of my minor complaints with the game thus far, is the inability to alter the control scheme in-game. The game currently
offers a launcher in which you can adjust video quality, resolution, and your controls, but nothing the actual game has been
launched.

Another problem I have is that you can get gold by posting on twitter and facebook. The game doesn't go out of its way to
shove twitter and facebook integration down your throat, it just mentions it casually, but I tend to dislike games that provide
advantages by using social media. (Though I can't blame the developers wanting to get the word out about their game!)

After progressing through the game, the quality of dialogue has deteriorated immensely. Some games I play for the story,
others for the gameplay, some for both. This game falls more in the middle of those three categories, so it's not an end-all.
The game tries to have a story, and it's not too difficult to make sense of, it's just not put together very well in that regard,
though it can very easily be fixed in later patches.

Having beaten the game on "Hell" difficulty (the hardest difficulty), there needs to be an additional difficulty unlocked
once you've beaten all missions on "Hell", it's just too easy once your squad is upgraded. Every single mission is effortless,
with the exception of one, Losing Control. That mission is absurdly difficult, even with a fully upgraded squad. If every
mission were around that level of difficulty on the next difficulty setting, the game would be incredibly challenging.

Lastly, there are bugs here and there, which is to expected in beta. I haven't encountered any bugs in actual gameplay, only in
the menus, which is great, as it hasn't impeded my gameplay. The bug: skills and stats can be upgraded. Action points can be
upgraded 8 times, +5 each time. I believe I was only able to upgrade it 7 times on one character, yet it yielded +10 on one
upgrade, so technically the end result was the same, just getting there was just quicker. I have encountered another bug which
does effect character stats: if you have a soldier with an upgraded weapon and\/or armor, and they drop into a bleedout,
upon revival they lose the stats from the items for the remainer of the mission (though this makes perfect sense and is fair
were it intended).

tl;dr All in all, it's a fun game, with lots of replayability. If you're even the slightest bit interested in the genre, you can't go
wrong with picking this up, especially for the price. Hell, I've already spent 20 hours on the game, a 1:5 dollars spent:hours
played ratio. I definitely got my moneys worth, even if I am mostly done playing the game until the next update.. If you
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didn`t prorder this game, you can buy this dlc and choose some extra outfits.
If you like the game, and in my opinion its really great, consider buying the DLC just to support the Team.
You can take a look at the choices you'll have:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=cMPIOTEQjRY. I think i'd still rather play the guild 2 at the moment. Here's a few things
that I've picked up while playing.

"Your employee has reached a new professional level" I don't even know what leveling them up does for you but when you have
120+ employees it is so annoying so hear time after time.

Key bindings just don't seem to work (ctrl + num)

When an employee dies I'd much rather the business auto renew them, it's annoying tabbing though all the business to redo this
every few min.

Businesses lack a lot of substance and the AI does not manage them well. I've seem them sell goods and not pick any up on the
way back this just does not make sense - when they do they seem to bring back small amounts too when when the slider for the
resources is set to max.

AI seems rather stupid at attacking you, even if there's a crowd of them and you have a sword and armour you just win. I don't
even need a guard to protect me *most* of the time

The court system still really lacks something of substance. Guild 2 had humorous things like "I am a sleep walker" this is just
plain silence and you can't even try to sway their decision not that their decisions really have much impact, what does a fine of
20 or a 2 year jail sentence do?

One main annoyance for me is when you have to judge your peers, you're constantly dragged away from what you were doing to
sit in a court and you can't skip this. This can be really annoying if you're attacked or trying to do something as you can't do
anything about it. At times I've had to sit through 5+ trials in a row.

Politics - it's nice that you can set laws but apart from that and gaining influence there's no real great perks. I NEED MORE!
Honestly i couldn't say it better then other reviews this Game is amazing and I really want more. Maybe after this project go
onto a similar one like Termites or BEEs. I love bees, but, Ants just a little bit better. (PS i don't know much about termites but i
assume they are sort of similar) I would like the adding of maybe an ant hill like you see in movies and in your yard. Maybe add
new things to Freeplay(freeplay seems kinda broken to me and is boring sadly) and for you to design your own freeplay map.
Maybe Climb up trees for the leaf cutter ants. Take all my money! 5\/5 stars

Edit In Freeplay maybe pick where you get to set up your queen and where to dig out.
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havent gotten into it looks great. A fun casual game. A reasonablly vast world to explore and meet various, umm "things".. This
game is fun. can be difficult, but it's a bullet hell for a reason. You have several different dolls (characters) to choose from and
after you purchase them (in-game, not real money) you can cycle between the ones you have (that are still alive, at least.) It's
fun, albeit occassionally difficult.. Get out of here.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Qmwsg2pyEc. I love the Fantasy
Mosaics series. And 14: Fourth Color does not disappoint. I eally like that its possible to reset the puzzle without having to go
out to the menu. The pictures are brilliant and some of them are hard enough.
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